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30+

ABOUT US

1987
ESTABLISHED IN

CMA'S FLEET

Central Mountain Air (CMA) is a western Canadian

privately owned and operated airline. Our team has over

35 years of experience in providing highly specialized

charter services.

Our combined fleet, along with our sister company

Norther Thunderbird Air (NTA), operates over 30 aircraft

range that include Beechcraft 1900Ds, Dornier 328s, De

Havilland Dash 8-100, 200, 300, King Air 350, 350i and

access to our affiliates Dash 8-400 and CRJ 100/200s.

We are ready to cater to your every need. 

FIRST
SAFETY

Our logistics capabilities  and alliances ensure that we

can meet and surpass the highest standards of safety

and performance. Our state-of-art communications

center is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. We go

above and beyond!



2023

COMMITTED
TO SAFETY

LICENSES & AWARDS

WE ARE CERTIFIED BY ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING INDEPENDENT

ORGANIZATIONS AND SAFETY AUDITORS.

CTA plays a crucial role in

ensuring that airlines operating in

Canada comply with rules and

regulations that promote safety,

consumer protection, and fair

competition.

The TCCA issue and enforce

regulations and minimum

standards covering

manufacturing, operating, and

maintaining aircraft. The safe and

efficient use of navigable airspace

is one of our primary objectives.

International Aviation Safety

Program which uses Basic Aviation

Risk Standards to review aircraft

operators supporting companies

in the resource sector,

humanitarian, government and

insurance organizations, in their

risk oversight of contracted

aviation activities.

Provides CMA the expertise in

various aspects of aviation safety,

including risk management, safety

management systems (SMS), and

regular safety audits to ensure

compliance with aviation safety

regulations and standards.

YOUR SAFETY IS OUR FIRST PRIORITY.



 THE EXTRA MILE
Land in smaller airports, airfields and landing strips.

Your Schedule. Your Time. You set the pace and are never left behind.

Private departure terminals and lounges where applicable.

Catering personalized to your needs.

Extra security & safety precautions.

Industry leading Covid-19 precautions.



DORNIER 328 DASH 8-100

2023

Designed to offer passengers
the comforts of stand up
headroom, inflight service,
executive seating and a
bathroom located in the rear of
the aircraft.

Manufacturer: Fairchild Dornier
Cabin: 30 Seats
Flight Crew: 2 Pilots
Flight Attendants: 1 
Speed: 620KPH
Altitude: 8,530M

A regional airliner able to
operate from unprepared
airstrips while offering
passengers the highest level of
onboard amenities, including
stand-up headroom, onboard
washroom, galley and a flight
attendant.

Manufacturer: De Havilland
Cabin: 37 Seats
Flight Crew: 2 Pilots
Flight Attendants: 1
Speed: 460KPH
Altitude: 7,620M

DASH 8-300

DA leader for short field
performance, perfect for both
cities and remote locations. A
spacious 2X2 seating layout,
leather seats, and ample
headroom for up to 50
passengers. All weather and
gravel certified ensuring you can
fly anywhere, anytime.

Manufacturer: De Havilland
Cabin: 50 Seats
 Flight Crew: 2 Pilots
Flight Attendants: 1 
Speed: 450KPH
Altitude: 7,620M
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BEECH 1900D

Twin engine turboprop aircraft
offering a comfortable,
pressurized environment with a
roomy stand-up cabin and
washroom facilities.

Manufacturer: Beechcraft
Cabin: 19 Seats
Flight Crew: 2 Pilots
 Flight Attendants: 0
Speed: 509KPH 
Altitude: 7,620M

BEECH KING AIR 350

This revolutionary aircraft is
equipped with top-of-the-line
avionics systems and designed
for your comfort with state-of-
the-art Flex Cabin capability.
Provides short field performance
enabling it to land at more
airports.

Manufacturer: Beechcraft
Cabin: 9 Seats
Flight Crew: 2 Pilots
Flight Attendants: 0 
Speed: 555KPH
Altitude: 12,500M
*Operated by NTA



9 Passengers

SERVICES

Cruising Speed 555km/h

Range - 2,500Km*

Max. Cruising Altitude 12,500m

A/C, Pressurized Cabin

Furnished in leather

Gallery Bar

Enclosed LavatoryMin. Runway Length 1,000m

PERFORMANCE
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BEECHCRAFT
KING AIR 350
Known as the Business Heavy Lifter, the Beechcraft King
Air 350 is the world’s most popular business aircraft in
its class. This revolutionary aircraft is equipped with top-
of-the-line avionics systems and designed for your
comfort with state-of-the-art Flex Cabin capability. The
Aircraft provides short field performance enabling it to
land at more airports, airfields or landing strips thereby
putting you closer to your final destination.

It’s impressive fuel efficiency, double-club configuration
which can accommodate up to 9 passengers ensures a
low operating cost per seat mile thereby delivering
consistent cost savings. The spacious cabin, added
head and shoulder room, and acoustic technology
provides a high standard of cabin comfort. This ensures
a smooth and quiet ride in the quietest turbo prop
experience available.

*Operated by our sister company, Northern thunderbird
Air (NTA).

Click here to Request a Quote

https://www.flycma.com/charters


Height(1.45m), Width(1.40m), Length(7.60m)

SERVICES

Cruising Speed 555km/h

Range - 2,500Km*

Max. Cruising Altitude 12,500m

A/C, Pressurized Cabin

Furnished in leather

Gallery Bar

Enclosed LavatoryMin. Runway Length 1,000m

PERFORMANCE
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BEECHCRAFT KING
AIR 350 MEDEVAC
Medical transportation is a serious and urgent need
which is why we rely on the Super King Air 350 to provide
a fast, efficient and seamless patient transportation
service. Configured with specialized and advanced life
support systems, our King Air 350 combines speed,
comfort and versatility which are especially critical when
lives are at stake. Its high dash speed and range couple
with a large, pressurized and environmentally controlled
cabin, the King Air 350 is capable of transporting
patients from remote communities to directly to major
city centres.

Capable of operating from short, unimproved runways,
the King Air provides additional flexibility during life-and-
death situations in remote areas. The King Air 350 Cabin
is fitted with medical sleds and cabinetry from reputable
major equipment suppliers which allow for easy
transportation of all medical supplies, easy cleaning and
a comfortable flight experience for the patient and
medical personnel.

*Operated by our sister company, Northern Thunderbird
Air (NTA).

Click here to Request a Quote

https://www.flycma.com/charters


19 Passengers

SERVICES

Cruising Speed 509km/h

Range - 2,650Km*

Max. Cruising Altitude 7,620m

A/C, Pressurized Cabin

Furnished in leather

Gallery Bar

Enclosed LavatoryMin. Runway Length*

PERFORMANCE
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BEECHCRAFT
1900D 
Known as the “Regional Commuter of the North”, the
1900D is a pressurized twin-engine turbine aircraft.
High levels of reliability, stand up cabin and extra
cargo hold ensures a comfortable and fast journey.
Performance, safety and versatility are central
characteristics of this aircraft, ensuring no other
aircraft in this class flies farther, faster and with such
a high weight capacity.

The Beechcraft 1900D is ideal for both passenger
and cargo charters, or a combination of the two.
The aircraft is capable of operating comfortably and
safely in all weather conditions, on long haul trips,
and of landing in airports with short runways,
thereby solidifying its position as a leader in its
category in terms of on-board technology,
passenger comfort and commuting flexibility.

Click here to Request a Quote

https://www.flycma.com/charters
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DORNIER 328-100
The Dornier 328-100 is a proven high speed aircraft with
a highly comfortable cabin, ample headroom and
sizeable seat pitch allowing for a comfortable flight
experience. With its advanced noise protection
technology, passengers enjoy a quiet and relaxing
journey. Its excellent start and landing performance
ensures the Dornier 328 is capable of landing on short
airfields with ease.

This 30 passenger aircraft comes equipped with a full-
sized galley–enabling a choice of hot meals, along with
the usual beverages and bar. The large cabin has 6ft,
2in stand-up headroom in the aisle, with large overhead
bins and a lavatory at the end.

Click here to Request a Quote

30 Passengers

SERVICES

Cruising Speed 620km/h

Range - 3,514Km*

Max. Cruising Altitude 8,530m

A/C, Pressurized Cabin

Furnished in leather

Gallery Bar

Enclosed LavatoryMin. Runway Length*

PERFORMANCE

https://www.flycma.com/charters
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BOMBARDIER
DASH 8-100
Recognized as a Leader in its class for short field
performance, the Dash 8-100 is ideal for flights to not only
cities but remote locations. Configured with a spacious
2X2 seating layout with comfortable leather seats, the
Dash 8-100 provides a reliable air service with ample
headroom for up to 37 passengers. All weather and gravel
certified, the Dash 8-100 ensures you and your team can
fly anywhere, anytime.

Specially designed without standing take-off and landing
capabilities, the Dash 8- 100 is an ideal choice for short to
medium-haul itineraries with great climb and cruising
capabilities. With its flexibility, low fuel burn and low
maintenance costs, the Dash 8-100 is a cost-efficient
aircraft for your transportation and logistic needs.

Click here to Request a Quote

37 Passengers

SERVICES

Cruising Speed 460km/h

Range - 2,200Km*

Max. Cruising Altitude 7,620m

A/C, Pressurized Cabin

Furnished in leather

Gallery Bar

Enclosed LavatoryMin. Runway Length*

PERFORMANCE

https://www.flycma.com/charters


50 Passengers

SERVICES

Cruising Speed 450km/h

Range - 1,389Km*

Max. Cruising Altitude 7,620m

A/C, Pressurized Cabin

Furnished in leather

Gallery Bar

Enclosed LavatoryMin. Runway Length*

PERFORMANCE
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BOMBARDIER
DASH 8-300
Recognized as a Leader in its class for short-field
performance, the Dash 8-300 is ideal for flights to not
only cities but remote locations. Configured with a
spacious 2X2 seating layout with comfortable leather
seats, the Dash 8-300 provides a reliable air service with
ample headroom for up to 50 passengers. All weather
and gravel certified, the Dash 8-300 ensures you and
your team can fly anywhere, anytime.

Specially designed without standing take-off and
landing capabilities, the Dash 8- 300 is an ideal choice
for short to medium-haul itineraries with great climb
and cruising capabilities. With its flexibility, low fuel burn
and low maintenance costs, the Dash 8-300 is a cost-
efficient aircraft for your transportation and logistic
needs.

Click here to Request a Quote

https://www.flycma.com/charters


Multiple aircraft available for charter- including

aircraft with 9 to 50 seats. The comfort and

convenience of travelling on your own terms.

01

02

Direct flights mean more time for you and your team

at your destination.

CARGO & SCHEDULED SERVICES

WHY CHOOSE US

No overcrowded and overloaded airports

Arrive at your destination safe and on time. Winter

driving can pose difficult driving conditions along with

poor visibility.

Our private lounge and modern facilities allow

you to arrive and board your aircraft in less

than 15 minutes. 

Regardless of your destination, group size, or

personal preference, we have the aircraft and

expertise to make your trip a success.

We take pride in knowing that our cost-effective

and efficient flights allow your business to save

time and increase productivity.

UNIQUE COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGES

 CMA currently serves 10+ communities through

scheduled flights. Central Mountain Air’s agreement

with our interline partners – Air Canada and WestJet

– allows passengers to take advantage of seamless

travel through hub airports.

http://aircanada.com/
https://www.westjet.com/


 TO BOOK A CHARTER
charters@flycma.com

1.866.731.7992
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THANK 
YOU

WWW.FLYCMA.COM
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